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Gair©.

All Damascus Press reports today as f©ll©ws.

"Muhammed Ayah assured the British A®bassad©r, in
c©nnexion with Akram Haurani's statement, that the Arabs
would cut the pipelines in event of aggression against
Egypt, that the Government has no knowledge of this statement
and that it is the duty of the G-uvernuent t© safeguard security,
lives, and property in the c©ui3try,btit in the event ©f
aggression against Egypt the Arab peoples would hasten t©
support her and then the situation would develop dangersusly
and n© ©ne can foretell the csnsequences. The Syrian
Government will undoubtedly agree with the people in fighting
imperialism with the vari©us means which she possesses".

JJJJJ
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NASSER'S SUNDAY BROADCAST

Nasser is to speak tomorrow giving his reply to our

invitation to the Suez Canal Conference.

2. In Beirut telegram No. 685, attached, we have from

President Chamoun an indication of what Nasser is likely to

say. I submit below some possible lines in reply to the

points mentioned by President Chamoun. TheSeeretary of State

may like to see these in advance. Arrangements have been

made to telephone to him when the content of Nasser's speech

is known, so as to agree on guidance to the press, the B.B.C.

etc.

(1) Egypt can never accept an international system to operate

the Canal.

What right has Nasser to tear up the existing international

system, with which he himself signed an agreement only last May?

(2) Freedom of transit will be guaranteed.

Neither we nor anyone else can trust Nasser's guarantees.

(3) The Canal will be maintained at highest efficiency.

On November 17, 1954 Nasser himself declared "We must

prepare for the day on which the concession expires by....

preparing to face the delicate probelems raised by the

administration of such an establishment". Egypt is still far

from being able to run the Canal efficiently alone.

(4) Improvement of the Canal will constitute a first charge

on its revenue.

How many charges are there going to be? The whole net

revenue of the Canal will not be sufficient to pay for adequate

enlargement. But Nasser has promised both to compensate the

present owners and to build the Aswan Dam as well. This is

nonsense.

/(5) Nasser's
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(5) Nasser's refusal to attend the Conference.

The other countries asked have accepted, even though some

of them do not agree with our viewsi Why cannot Egypt corne to
talk things over?

(6) Extension of Agenda

Nasser has precipitated an international crisis by seizing

the Suez canal. Nothing has happened about the Panama Canal,

the Straits of Gibraltar, or the Dardanelles. It is absurd to

say that the Suez Canal cannot be discussed without dragging in
these unconnected questions.

(J.H.A. Watson)
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STATEMENT OH TES_ SUEZ CANAL SITUATION

While not condoning the high, handed behaviour and provocative
language of Col. Nasser, or minimising the vital importance of free pass-
ago of shipping through tho Suez Canal we are disturbed lest it should be
thought that high handed behaviour and provocative action on the part of
the British Government commands universal support.

Groat Britain, Prance and tho United States have invited 24 Nat-
ions to attend a Conference on August 16 next to consider questions con-
corning the Suez Canal following upon tho nationalisation of the Suez
Canal Company.

Tho nationalisation of the Suez Canal Company concerns Egypt
alone. The only issue which is of international importance is the contin-
ued uninterrupted passage of tho Suez Canal in accordance with the 1888
Convention.

It is understood that the inviting Powers will present to tho
International Conference a plan for the internationalisation of the Canal.
No one doubts that if such a plan wore agreed and accepted by all the
Powers concerned that would be a satisfactory solution. But Great Britain
and France have made it clear by action as wo11 as by speech that with or
without the consent of all interested Powers they are prepared to put their
plan or some modification of it into operation, by force.

Unless recalled Parliament will not be sitting when the Confer-
ence meets. There has been no meeting of tho Parliamentary Labour Party
or tho National .Executive to consider this matter which may be fraught
with the gravest consequences for this country and for tho peace of the
world.

Without seeking to arrogate to ourselves any right to formulate
Party policy we wish to declare quite firmly for ourselves, in tho belief
that our view would be shared by the overwhelming majority of all sections
of the Labour Movement, thats

1. International control of all International waterways
including Suoz would be an important contribution to world
peaae.
2» To attempt to carry out such internationalisation of
tho Suez Canal by force, against tho resistance of the
Egyptian Government and people, would be an act of aggress-
ion under the United Nations Charter.
3. Such action would inflame the Arab nations against us,
would have tho gravest repercussions in Asia and Africa,
and might well be fatal to the peace of the world.
4, In any circumstances to which the Charter of the United
Nations applies wo are not prepared to support this or any
British Government in the use of force not sanctioned by
tho Security Council in accordance with tho Charter.

House of Commons
August 8, 1956.
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The following Is an interim summary of tile reactions of

Commonwealth. Governments to the Tripartite Statement and to

the Conference invitations and of the questions which Camion-

wealth Oove3?nmenta have asked, either thj*ough their diplomatic

represo&tatives in London, or through U.K. High Commissioners

is Commonwealth capitals.

CAMApA

Mr. St. Laurent has sent a nicely worded reply to the Prime

Minister* s message but he says at the end that if the criteria

for attendance at the Conference were to be extended, Canada

would naturally ©aqpect to have her participation in it reconsidered.

Mr. Pearson has mad® a useful Statement in the Canadian Par-

liament in which ho expresses the 0mpp©rt of the Canadian Crovem-

ment for the principle of internatiosaal eontarol, preferably, if

it turns out to be practicable, under the aegis of the United

Eations.

Canada House have, on ins true t ions, delivered a message from

the Canadian G-overnment drawing attention to the ineoaelBtenay

between the deaision that Canada would aot be invited to the

Conference and the terms of the Royal Prealanstien pwMis&ed yes-

terday, one sentence of whioh read "and whereas the pj?esent state

©f Public Affair® and the extent ©f the demands on Our Military

Porees for the protection ©f the intejgeftta of the CQBiagnw.eal.'te

and Srgpire d© .In Our orptnioa constitute a ea®e of great emergency, V

Their point is that no reference should have been Ejad© to t&©

Commonwealth a© such if Canada was not ©uffieiently aonoemed
•

to be included in the Conference. G.S.0. are in touch with the
pm-po**^

War Office about taiB and a soothing re|>ly will be^tfbvided for

ministerial approval on Tuesday.

AUSTRALIA

Mr. Casey has aimouii0ed» without i»efep©ae© to his Department

- X -
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that Australia will be represented at the Conference,

that he is not sure who will attend. It is clear that the .

Australian determent will strongly support the principle of

intemationalisation.

ZBAIASB
Mr. Holland has announced that Hew Sealand will be repre-

sented at the Conference, but does not yet knew by «fco».

jjOB*EH AFH^CA

The South African Prime Minister agrees «&at 'toe calling

of a conference seems to be the best hop© of securing a suitable

and lasting solution «hi«sh would ensure the freedom of the

Canal from any form of uni-lateral or diserimatory action.

It IB hoped that he isiill iwwe a public statement on the right

lines*

1© official reply to the invitation has yet been received

from the Indian Government, but omr High Commissioner has dis-

cussed the matter with Mr. Khrlehna Manon and Sir E. Filial,

who, while emphasising that tfcey were speaking personally, said

that the orm* of the Conference was Aether EgS»ty would accept

the invitation, fhey asked about the Oair* reaction and afeout

the fooa of the invitation to ̂3̂ - (̂  telegram has

repeated to the ĵ asaador in Cairo, *» will, it is hoped,

infoxMttion on this point to WUU.) êy hoped that the invl«

tation to Wt ̂d not laid doxm a«y prto* oonditions which

woold ̂ e not aeeeptable to her and that it had made clear that

the examination oftt* problem at the Oonferenee would be without

prejudice to the stated views of any of me parties about the

rights and wrongs of the dilute. They asked for information

about the precise te«e of reference for the Conference.

••"̂•"̂•••̂

The Pakistan Government accept the invitation to the

Conference _ _
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f&« Prime Minister of Geyl&n accepted ttio invitation to

the Conference as soon as It was conveyed to. him. He asked

about the expected level of the Coat«p«na*. (He has since "been

told that representation will fee at Foreign Minister level.)

Subsequently, th© Ceylon Prime linlstei? seem© to have "been

having second thoughts. He has inqiilred wheiaier the fowa of the

Statement and the Invitation mean© that

(a) those attending til® ©onfeiyeace will tse

cowiltted "b«f ofehani, to acceptance of the

principle of internationalism and that

the Conference will merely discuss details

for giving etfeet to it, or

(%) whether those attending would fte free to

propoae other courses if they thought it

proper, e.g. perhaps "nominal Egyptian

control subject to effect safeguards for

inejma,
The Ceylon Government asked for clarification on these

points urgently. (Can the F.0« please provide this?)
Cey&v. (fa^t -&u~

Our High Goffiaissioner warns us thattJi©/may want to make

public .any answer we oan give hto on these points, Mr. Ba

daranatte is putting these same points to Mr. Hehna

Mr. Ban-

l 8 °-E-0-
*• 3 **
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The O.K. High GosEsissioner in Delhi has given his

pressions of present Indian 'thinking which can to© summarised

as follows;*

(i) First priority sturald b© $o get Egypt to attend

the Conference, else it will not produce useful

results. If Egypt refuses to attend India may

not cose.

(ii) India wants to use her influence with Egypt to attend,

and is therefore waJSfclng to avoid taking sides or

committing herself to accepting the invitation

for a few days,

(iii) India is believed te be taking action in Cairo

to jNiwe»*i Egypt to attend, but thinks that the

latter may not d® so on present basis, though she

might in different circumstances.

(Iv) India hopes nothing will be done to provoke Itgyptian

refusal or t© alienate public opinion In India, and

other non-aligned parts of Asia. iitapaa&ia in the

press ©a $.K. military measures i© arousing orltl-

cisia.

(v) India does not aj>p©0® ffdmelple of nationalisation

is critical of I'asser's

will/withdraw from nationalisation.
*v

(vlll) Free navigation, reasonable dues etc. can beet be

secured by eoae international sgreaaeiit and authority.

(viil) Problem is therefor© t© reconcile nationalisation

with neeessary international ô poomenlu o^^^^*^'

(Jjc) These are a0t yet fim eeiiolujBiouit' of Indian

Government* Their policy Is likely to be one

of silence for next few days*

(z) Indian press end public opinion accepts Naeserfs

word ant may swing against
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(xi) Mais, need at a»ent is to wroifl. enuntiett of

a **war p.ayaiiosls11, willed would "byiaag Arab

w«ylA and Asia out against msf rwive Sas*~

lest eontroveroy, and "bring Snaaia in, either

©» side 0f Arabe of in role e-f mediator.
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En Clair ,,,r ,4-2///W- FORBIGM AiD WHITEHALL

Sir J. Gardener
Ho. 466
August 15, 1956

D:10.04 a.m. togust 15, 1956
R:11039 aam. Jtagmst 15, 1956

to Forglftn Of floe telegram lo. 466 of teust 15

Repeated for Information Saving to:
Amman Beirut
Bagdad Cairo

My telegram No. 59.

-V
•*-*•

Bemonstratloas IE favour of Egypt yestwday evening ?/ere
well orgaoisstd and well attended. Estimates of orowd were as
high as 250,000, but probably nearer 50,000. Strong guards
were posted at Embassies and no Incidents reported.

2. According to press Ksalld Al Azm, speaking as representative
of the Syrlan*Sgyptlan organization, made the following points:-

(a) irab countries are united against aggression;

(b) nationalization of Suez Canal was Egypt's right;

(c) freedom of navigation can only be guaranteed by
Egypt;

(d) Internationalization of Sues would be violation of
national right and United Nations Charter;

(e) Loa&sn conference is a violation of United Nations
rights;

(f) in event of military action against Egypt, Syria
would consider herself at war irtth the aggressor
and out oil suppliesj

(g) all Arab countries should adopt these decisions and
all Islamic States should support Egypt.

3. In a statement on behalf of the Government, Syrian Minister
of Education is reported as saying Irate wished to be friendly
T&th all, and the Western Powers should mot lose this last
chance. He referred to Western support of Israel and re-
affirmed that nggressloa against Egypt would be considered an
aggression against Syria. He asktd his audience to be well
disciplined and conduct themselves peaceably0

/ 4.
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.teleram Bo. 466 t© ..... fort J. Offi@t

- 2 -

4. Surlier the Syrian lloftl called for enlistment In
volunteer movement named "popular reilstaace organization".

2222
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trailing, lass aeeting @f Diversity graduates adopted resolution
supporting aati00allsation and promtsing to join Mobilisation
movement. Egyptian Trade Union Pederati©n fcrnicviaoe* complete
stoppage of w@rk except for essential serrices fcr August 16,

1. ScH.torials expressed *ppr»Yal of Cfetference proposed by
Egypt. Ahrm saii that it offerei ©pportunity for equitable
solution "because it was consistent with International chtr«cter of
1888 CenTentian and did aot violate Egyptian sovereign rights. If
lest opposed Egyptian proposal it would be proof of teterainstion t
violate Egyptian sovereignty without tny Justification. K&hire.
advised ^rise iiinister t© recognise fact that proper venue was

Cairo and appropriate number of weobers 45. Aklibar saii Egyptian
proposal, by not closing door in face of peaceful solution "but
making it clear thst Egypt hart no objection to further arrangements
for ensuring freelen of navigation provided they were Bade l>j tmly
representfitive boiyf had sown soue canfuslo!? in ?Jesten ranks.
Other sell tori al emphasized that v/orlel public opinion had welcomed
Nasser's statement s.nd that all /rabs supported hits. In "oreboiirif;
Anwar Sadat said that age old conflict between East and ;.?est would
continue as long as East possessei natural resources which West
wished to exploit and Vest based its relations ??ith B&st upon
inequitable foundations*

Pereiga Office please pass to Washington an<! Saving to Paris
as isy telegrans Nes.225 and ?ii.

[-epeaten to Washington and Saving tn Paris]

c c c c
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Tel. Limpsfield Chart

CONFIDENTIAL

EDGEHILL,
LIMPS FIELD,,

SURREY.

10th August,, 1956

* Handbook

P. 35

Fly dear Watson s

Isaacson and I attended the meeting of the Comit| de

^^ -^^^^^^^

place each year
and a, 1 ^

Balances with Comptoxr d^ecoKtpte to
so presumably the former would pas our
with what result was anybody s ss. i

^ i a eIsaacson ,,ncl

prolDalDly raise

a twelve year period dating
was altogether out of time.

A.

J. H. A. Watson, Esq.,
Foreign Office,
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U. Charles-Roux is going to send a letter to the President of
the London Conference, due to open on 16th August, suggesting
that the Suez Canal Company, suitably internationalised, both as
to the composition of its Board and the countries of origin of
its personnel? "be made the operating agent under the proposed
International Authority. You will not expect me to comment now
on this proposal.

5. The Management are sending letters to the British, American
and French Governments arguing that a case exists - on suits
"brought privately or otherwise - for freezing all assets of the
Egyptian Government, wherever held outside Egypt,, presumably so
that the value of these assets could later be added to the
Company's own possessions held outside Egypt for eventual
distribution to the Suez Canal Company's shareholders. Various
shareholder organisations were quoted as being willing to bring
declaratory suits for this purpose if they were given the
slightest encouragement.

6. Copies of the famous instruction to our personnel in Egypt
have been distributed to the missions in Paris of all the
countries invited to attend the London Conference*

7. Georges-Picot in the Comite* de Direction produced a plan
for broadcasting to our servants in Egypt on the French radio.
Both in the meeting and afterwards Isaacson and I resisted this -
in our view mischievous - suggestion. Apparently all the Canal
employees in Egypt have been alerted to listen in to the French
news service beamed to Arab countries each evening at 6 p.m. and
Georges-Picot intended to put a message - including a personal
message from himself - across to them on Friday the 10th and
Sunday the 12th August. Having done what we could to kill this
plan Isaacson and I hastened to report it to you by telegram.
We take a serious view of the proposal and we are both strongly
of the opinion that it should if possible be suppressed. The
wisdom of sending the original instruction? in the terms in which
it went out, was dubious enough. A direct radio broadcast is in
our view infinitely worse.

8. Shipping companies are beginning to have second thoughts
about payment of dues. The P and 0 Company for instance have
written to the management saying that they have decided to go on
paying their dues to the old company but that they do so under
reserve and subject to a claim for a refund later if such claim
proved to be justified. One French shipping firm is paying its
dues to the old company but into a blocked account with
Hippolyte Worms the shipping agents.

9. Suez securities were quoted as under on the Paris Bourse on
9th August:-

Pr.

Actions de capital 69s500

Actions de jouissance 14.14.,700

Parts de Fondateur 1+2 ,,000

Debentures 14.8,900

10. De Grieges told the Comite" de Direction about his talks in
London with Johnston at the Treasury and with the 'Westminster
Bank. He claimed to have made a considerable impression with the

/latter
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latter W developing the .ell Known argent
Company is only ™ Egyptian Company in name

^Ofn a^ctT/tn^mp^r^u^ion

to de G-rieges that
had never occurred to

waa an o.o.t"-"-' " ~~ - '"'** "
the Bank's legal advisers.

„. I am handiog.to the.Foreign Office^P-ate^a copy of the
Company's case which is interne pr,pr,oe on 16th August.

, ^ .4 -^T^/^- i - r^ r r T r lP lOTLO On-OUIl j -^J -^ - 1 - 1 ^^delegates attenaing unt> uui^-

f +^^ Pnnit^ de Direction has iDeen fixed12. The next meeting of the Gomite ae LIAIB
for Monday August the 20th.

13. copies of this letter are heing sent to Johnston, Bird,
Stock, Isaacson and Cadogan.

Yours sincerely}

Francis Wylie
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SUEZ CMAL

Possible Actions by lasser

1. Hasser will probably draw closer to Russia. He has
nowhere else to turn. There is f already much evidence that
the two lowers are concerting pofefes. Russian advice is
likely t© "be in favour of outward moderation and reasonableness
so as to justify himself with world ©pinion and avoid military
measures if possible.

2. Hasser will try to keep the Ganal going* His whole case
depends on showing that he can do this* Ms propaganda "boasts
that more ships have passed through the Canal since
nationalization than during the same period last year.

"be held in a neutral place under a neutral chairmanship.

4. Hasser told Byroade that he is ready to sign a new
agreement guaranteeing international fag, of ti<K*>
freedom of passage (either- by bringing the 1888 Convention
up t© date or signing a new agreement with a group of nations
or through the United nations*,

5. Hasser told Byroade that he wa« thinking of taking the
issue to the United nations .as quickly as possible . The
Russians may advise him against • this V He would have to
admit that his nationalization had caused an international
situation, and would presumably "be faced with the United
Nations demand to allow Israeli shipping through with which
he cannot comply. (Sir Pierson Dixon thinks the Security
Council might suit the Russo-Egyptian purpose "better than the
General Assembly).

6. Hasser has considered "broadening the issue to include
other waterways like the Dardanelles and Panama. The
Americans have warned him strongly against this; Taut the
Russians are likely to recommend it for their own reasons.

7. Nasser will doubtless use the Arab League to rally Ara"b
opinion. For this he must show that he has acted reasonably
and in the interests of all Arabs. He will encourage other
Arab States to: declare themselves for Egypt against the
West; make difficulties for Great Britain and France and
other nations taking sanctions against Egypt; if possible

refineries etc.

8. Hasser will doubtless make the most of his visit to
Moscow later, this month. • •

9. We must expect Uasser to abrogate the base agreement
of ' 19JN», Here heMs lit*lp to i©Se (.the most we can do is to
j»©-©e©upy the base by force , which he rather expects us to do
anyway) and will gain prestige.

10. Hasser will also presumably incite the Jordan Q-overnment
to demand revision of the Anglo-Jordan Treaty and incite the
Jordan mob against Britain and France, which we know he can
do effectively.

11. Hasser will also take action in Libya.
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12. Nasser is likely to ask Syria and even Lebanon to
hold up deliveries of oil.

13. Cairo Radio will stir tip trotfble throû hotit the Arab
world and Af plea for "both France and Britaim. This may
nave a consideraTale etupjlative1 Effect. Eadio Cairo is

Nasser's most effective single instrument.

14. Nasser is less likely to:-

(a) Break off diplomatic relations.

(la) Nationalize all British and French interests
in Egypt.

(c) Cancel the resident!*̂  permits of British and
French nationals.

(d) Incite feelings against British and French
nationals.

(e) Withdraw air transport facilities.

O
(J.H.A. Watson)
August 6, 1956.
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TOP SECRET

JE 14211/782G

(No. 596. Top Secret) Foreign Office,
Sir? August 13, 1956.

I asked Mr. Barbour to call on me to-day to discuss arrangements for
the Suez Canal Conference. 1 started off by asking what he thought Mr. Dulles's
plans would be for Wednesday. I had suggested to M. Pineau that there might
be a Tripartite meeting on the afternoon of that day, but I thought that it might
be valuable if Mr. Dulles and I were to meet beforehand. I knew also that the
Prime Minister wished to see Mr. Dulles, and we should have to consider how
this could be arranged without publicity. Mr. Barbour promised to find out what
Mr. Dulles had in mind and to let me know.

2. We then discussed the procedure of the Conference. Mr. Barbour said
that he understood that Mr. Dulles had it in mind that the Tripartite resolution
should be tabled immediately after the opening speeches, after the adoption of
the Rules of Procedure. I queried whether opening speeches would be necessary
and suggested that the resolution might be tabled as soon as we started to discuss
the substance of the matter.

3. I said that I myself was proposing to entertain the leaders of each
delegation to dinner on the opening day of the Conference. The Prime Minister
would probably give a dinner and a reception on the Monday, and we hoped
very much that no other delegations would give dinners but would confine
themselves to cocktail parties.

4 We discussed the times of the sessions, and agreed that, after opening at
11 a.m. on the first day, we should aim to sit from 2 • 30 p.m. to 7 • 0 p.m. with a half-
hour break at 4-30 p.m., but I added that I thought that once we had got going the
times of meetings would be regulated in the course of the discussions. In reply to my
question, Mr. Barbour said that the United States were having second thoughts
about the wisdom of my taking the Chair. If our purpose was to enlist the
maximum support both within the Conference and in public opinion, a Chairman
drawn from one of the less directly concerned delegations might help. They
favoured either Mr. Lange or Mr. Menzies. I said that I thought that it might
possibly redound to our credit if the meeting should be seen to have been conducted
impartially with the United Kingdom in the Chair. I doubted if Australia would
be regarded as more neutral than us and I should like to see Mr. Lange's reactions
before being sure that he would be firm. We agreed that this question could
be left for decision until the end of the first day.

5 After discussing the draft of my broadcast for August 14, we turned
to the possible courses of action after the Conference was over. Speaking
personally Mr. Barbour thought that a working group might be established to til

His Excellency
Sir Roger Makins, G.C.M.G., K.C.B.,

&c., &c., &c.,
Washington.
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out the proposa. for the
personally, he agreed that an a»X' ̂ «S have to include India. To support

in Ms recent utterances to

fr h s more extreme posmon .ntat.ves at
S ?£ K 0-, W1,h M,dd,e

C
East Forces. ^ ̂  ^.^ gr£at truth and respect,

Sir,
Your Excellency's obedient Servant,

(For the Secretary of State)
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a'PaperBanded to the Secretary of State
' August/1

While the p@aeti0|isvM;^@yeral powers interested in

the Suez Canal seemed" i® '. inM'ftfite' that there is. a large-

measure of agreement on 'the heed-, to xmaintairf the '"principle

of free passage and to assHE6:?||i s0it^:i©sitwf^way respect

for this principle by estateOJlgMig ,a sfwtem oj^^ptrpl,

there appear to be certain hesitations ©v^a?- wfiat' can be •

properly called the operation -of the 0ana£ which, according

to the tripartite Proposal , should- b© directly m the hands

of an i%tepnati©nal authority. . • .

• :fae present paper is designed t© "discuss G=ert^ih ideas

,w|iich could be submitted to the*Thre©vP©w«rssia the course' . ' , - - » - * ' ' -
of thB-'f inference in London and whieh suggest that the

international operation of the ®anal is not absolutely

Indispensable. . ... " "

S. The system to be put into effect itiist answer the
fallowing essential points.i

• (:a) It must ensure free passage for all in time, of

- • peace and in tiae of war.

(b) It fflu's"̂  guarantee the

a reasonable level. .

(c) It must guarantee proper;

(d) It must guarantee the
, •*•

It must ensure the payment of compensation >|$* "the1 ',

- Company. ' . - - -" " '".; - • V

As £©gards frekeft ©f passage |he prin̂ .p}es ©f the
• " ' . " - " . -. .-4. " "t - _ ^

188S Cfe^ention must be reaffirmed aaad.re3fflt6roed?.-^n. the

ce of the dues at

of
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case tyf-a breach, by an injunction to the Egyptian Government

followed by refusal or failure to follow out the terns of

that injunction by direct intervention by a group of powers

designated in advance for that purpose.

III. As regards the dues there might be a stipulation that

they might be fixed, not by the Egyptian Government, but by

the representatives of the powers principally concerned after

consultation with the users.

IV. As regards the preparation and modernization of the

Canal and the payment of compensation to the Company,

guarantees might be furnished by the system of payment of dues

such as existed before July 26.

Since nearly 70 per cent of the dues were paid outside

Egypt British and French banks could seize an irrevocable

mandate to pay over at regular interals a percentage to be

determined of the receipts thus received to the Company ass

compensation; and another percentage, to be Determined, to

an account in which would accumulate sums necessary for the

modernization, it being understood that these would not be

placed at the disposal of Egypt except in sums approved by

an international committee^ set up to supervise the work of

improvement.

V. Guarantees of the daily technical operation (for example
\

the standard and number of pilots etc.) could be worked out

in the same way.

VI. A Consortium on the Iranian model would allow the

Egyptian Government to delegate the direct running of the Cmal

and entrust the daily management to a body which might be an

international authority which would take over the technical

services of the Company.

/The
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The Powers who'accept these ideas would doubtless

see that a superintending Council composed of

representatives of the States concerned^ assisted by

consultative bodies and invested with the powers

necessary to ensure the carrying out of the purposes

described above would be sufficient. This system

does not provide guarantees of the efficient daily

operation, but does meet a number of the anxieties of

the Tripartite Powers.
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TOP SECRET

JE 14211/783G

(No. 601. Top Secret) Foreign Office,
Sir, August 13, 1956.

The French Ambassador called on me to-day after his return from Paris
to report on development in the preparations for the Suez Canal Conference.

2. M. Chauvel said that the Quai d'Orsay had been working on a paper
setting out the sort of international authority which might be established. This
paper was an exercise designed to clear their minds and not for tabling. It had
been approved by M. Pineau and would be discussed at the Tripartite Working
Group on August 14.

3. M. Pineau was concerned at the delay in our precautionary military
movements and wondered if it might not be possible to tide this over to some
extent by adjourning the Conference after about three days for a short time.
M. Chauvel said he would be grateful for my reactions. Apart from this,
M. Pineau had no precise ideas on how to handle Egypt or the United Nations after
the Conference.

4. I said that I too had been considering possible methods of carrying on the
Conference so as to keep action going. One possibility would be to appoint a
sub-committee which could put our resolution to the Egyptian Government and
negotiate with them. Another possibility might be a committee of experts which
would continue working up our draft of the international authority, while the
negotiations with the Egyptian Government were going on. All this would need
further exploration and would depend very much on how far the United States
were willing to go.

5. To M. Chauvel's question I replied that I had not quite worked out my
plans for Wednesday, but I thought that I would have to spend the morning seeing
the leaders of other delegations. I did not think that it would be desirable for
Mr. Dulles, M. Pineau and me to meet until about 3 or 4 p.m. on that day.
M. Chauvel thought that there would none the less be advantage if M. Pineau
arrived on Wednesday morning and himself saw leaders of some of the delegations,
including Signor Martino.

6. We then spoke about the Conference itself. I said that we were drafting
a resolution which would, I understood, be given to the Tripartite Working Group
on August 14. We hoped that it might be possible to persuade the Americans
to table this resolution as soon as the Rules of Procedure had been adopted and the
President elected. M. Chauvel agreed that if the Americans were firm and prepared
to go some way with us in the resolution there would be advantage in Mr. Dulles
moving it.

His Excellency
Sir Gladwyn Jebb, G.C.M.G., C.B.,

&c., &c., &c.,
Paris.
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7. I said that subject to minor alterations I had approved the Rules of
Procedure and that we hoped to circulate copies of them to all delegations on
Wednesday morning. This I thought would save time in the Conference Room.
The Americans, I had been told, were wondering whether there might not be
advantage in electing a President from some other delegation than the United
Kingdom. For myself I was inclined to leave this decision until we saw the form
of the other delegates. If it seemed that there was a suitably resolute alternative it
might indeed be a good idea for me to stand down. M. Chauvel agreed, but said
that as far as the French Government was concerned all their thinking had been on
the basis of my taking the Chair.

8. Thinking beyond the Conference and beyond a possible Egyptian refusal
of our proposal, I said that we might perhaps proceed by requiring all pur ships
to pay their dues into an entirely new suspense account. Refusal to let ships which
had paid in this way pass would amount to interference. I emphasised that this
was very tentative and asked M. Chauvel to treat it in the strictest confidence.
The key to it all was how far the United States would go and we must await
Mr. Dulles' arrival before we could decide that. M. Chauvel then handed me a
paper which he said represented thinking at the official level in the Quai d'Orsay
of possible alternatives to our present proposals. M. Pineau had not approved it
and was himself opposed to any watering down of the international control. He
was in any case absolutely firm that there could be no return to some other form
of company which would lay us open to the charge that we were working merely
for the benefit of the shareholders. In this connection M. Charles-Roux was
conservative in his outlook and not as realistic as M. Georges-Picot.

9. Discussing military measures the Ambassador emphasised that it was
important to reassure participants in the Conference that voting for a resolution
on the lines of our draft would not commit them to the use of force. Only thus
would they be prepared to vote for a strong draft. I agreed and said that we must
also in private reassure them that we should not make any resolution of the
Conference our excuse for using force in the future; the Conference must be a
genuine attempt to get a settlement. Later, if any others were willing to join us in
any military measures that might be necessary, we should be glad of their help.

10. The Ambassador said that although Parliament and the Government in
Paris were resolute, the Paris public did not yet seem to realise the seriousness of
the situation. The possibility that force might have to be used did not seem to
occur to them. In Algeria he had heard privately that there was a certain panic
among the settlers at the thought that we might in the end be compelled to give
way to Nasser. In a private conversation the Soviet Ambassador in Paris had told
M. Pineau that the three Western Powers should have consulted Russia earlier—
" the four should have settled this together." He passed this on for what it was
worth.

11. I am sending copies of this despatch to Her Majesty's Representatives
at Cairo, Moscow and Washington, to the Head of the Political Office with Middle
East Forces, and to the Permanent United Kingdom Representative to the United
Nations, New York.

I am, with great truth and respect,
Sir,

Your Excellency's obedient Servant,
(For the Secretary of State)

C.O.I .
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